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»The photographs of the series La Lunga Stradaby Monika Barth
take the viewer on a journey through different frames of mind
between faith, love, hope and death. The concrete locations of
her photographs in Italy, Ukraine, Norway, and Costa Rica merge
in the flow of images to form an existential space filled with re-
ligious, cultural and political contexts. In their sequencing, how-
ever, the photographs do not fit together to form a linear story,
a clear message. The often surreal-looking concatenations of
motifs and the paradox of the relationships between the differ-
ent layers of an image rather give the protagonists of this pecu-
liar theatre of real life the freedom to embody a vital spectrum
of emotions. It is the precise eye for the special moment, the ar-
chaic in the everyday, the expressive voice, the magical idealisa-
tion, with which the photographer lends her portraits, street
scenes, nature shots, still lifes and architectural details a narrative
power beyond all anecdote. With her photographic diary of jour-
neys between 2018 and 2020, she creates a radically subjective
document of our contemporary globalised world, in which she
abandons any objectifying distance. She is driven by a great em-
pathy for people, and it is her special ability to create a closeness
in the foreign. The virtuoso balancing act between document
and invention, between realism and magic is what makes the
book La Lunga Strada so special.«
–Wolfgang Zurborn

»A tribute to the traces of an existence far from the necessity of
economical gain, of progress, modernisation and adaptation.
Traced in Italy, Norway, Ukraine and Costa Rica in the years 2018–
2020.«
–Monika Barth

Monika Barth is a photographer and actress. Whenever she is not
on the road, she lives and works in a forest in Seevetal near Ham-
burg. Her photographic works have been on display in a solo ex-
hibition in Paris and in national and international institutions and
have received several awards. So far she has published the book
MONA L. (self-published), with which she has been on the longlist
of the German Photobook Award. LA LUNGA STRADA is her first
publication at Kehrer Verlag.

www.monika-barth.com

Exhibitions
ENFANTS Artspace, Hamburg
09.–25.10.2020

Gallerish (online), https://gallerish.org/en/monika-barth/

Kolga (online), https://kolga.ge/projects/la-lunga-strada

For further details, press images, permissions and review 
copies, please contact the publisher’s press office:
Barbara Karpf, barbara.karpf@kehrerverlag.com or
pr.assistance@kehrerverlag.com
Kehrer Verlag, Wieblinger Weg 21, 69123 Heidelberg, Germany
Fon ++49 (0)6221/649 20-25 | Fax ++49 (0)6221/64920-20
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Photographic hommage to Pier Paolo Pasolini’s travel memories La lunga strada di sabbia

Please note:These photographs have been copyright cleared
for worldwide print and electronic reproduction in the con-
text of reviews of the books only. 
Print media: No more than THREE photographs plus the cover
image from the selection can be used in total – they are not
to be used on the cover or cropped. Online media may use a
total of TWELVE images in a gallery.
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